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Development of new user-interface modules for biodiversity systems to ease the workflow of 
morphological descriptions 

The graphical user interface is the common primary interface between humans and computer 
systems. In order to make the complex content of a particular-purpose-system in biodiversity science 
accessible to the user in an intuitive way, it is often necessary to develop new types of interface 
modules that meet the specific requirements of the domain. These requirements often exceed what 
common frontend templates provide, making it impossible to serve the users with the interaction 
possibilities they need without developing new kinds of interface modules. 

We have developed concepts for various interface modules of a semantic version of the online data 
repository “Morph D Base” to ease the workflow of its users. The focus lies on creating an intuitive 
and reliable user-experience while also offering new functionalities. Our developments reach from 
small adoptions, rearrangements and enhancements of common interface elements to extensive 
developments of completely new interface modules. The developments include modules for 
ontology-based formalized morphological descriptions, allowing the user to create triple based 
descriptions in an intuitive manner. We also developed concepts for the navigation of all existing 
versions of a specific data entry (e.g. various draft versions, published versions with all published 
revisions) and a bulk editing module for facet filtered entries. The clean overall layout designed for 
“Morph D Base” serves the user with short ways, less clicks, accessibility to data entries anytime and 
an easy comparability and editing of data bulks. Because of the modular and customizable approach 
of the interface, it is very flexible and expandable for further developments. It is even very 
conceivable that some of the new modules could also serve other domains, which have similar 
needs. The newly developed interface modules are all designed to be implemented using HTML, CSS 
and JavaScript, which makes them relatively easy to adopt once they have been created.  
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